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Introduction 
 

 

The following short book discusses The Outcome of Honouring Parents. 

This discussion is based on Chapter 46 Al Ahqaf, Verses 15-18 of the 

Holy Quran:  

 

 

“And We have enjoined upon man, to his parents, good treatment. His 

mother carried him with hardship and gave birth to him with hardship, 

and his gestation and weaning [period] is thirty months. [He grows] until, 

when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty years, he says, 

"My Lord, enable me to be grateful for Your favor which You have 

bestowed upon me and upon my parents and to work righteousness of 

which You will approve and make righteous for me my offspring. Indeed, 

I have repented to You, and indeed, I am of the Muslims. Those are the 

ones from whom We will accept the best of what they did and overlook 

their misdeeds, [their being] among the companions of Paradise. [That 

is] the promise of truth which they had been promised. But one who says 

to his parents, "Uff to you; do you promise me that I will be brought forth 

[from the earth] when generations before me have already passed on 

[into oblivion]?" while they call to Allah for help [and to their son], "Woe 

to you! Believe! Indeed, the promise of Allah is truth." But he says, "This 

is not but legends of the former peoples.” Those are the ones upon 

whom the word [i.e., decree] has come into effect, [who will be] among 

nations which had passed on before them of jinn and men. Indeed, they 

[all] were losers.” 

 

 

Implementing the lessons discussed will aid a Muslim to Achieve Noble 

Character. According to the Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 

2003, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

has advised that the heaviest thing in the Scales of Judgment Day will 



be Noble Character. It is one of qualities of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, which Allah, the Exalted, 

complimented in Chapter 68 Al Qalam, Verse 4 of the Holy Quran: 

 

 

“And indeed, you are of a great moral character.” 

 

 

Therefore, it is a duty on all Muslims to gain and act on the teachings of 

the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, in order to Achieve Noble Character. 

 



The Outcome of Honouring Parents 
 

Chapter 46 – Al Ahqaf, Verses 15-18 

 

 

 



 

 

 

“And We have enjoined upon man, to his parents, good treatment. His 

mother carried him with hardship and gave birth to him with hardship, and 

his gestation and weaning [period] is thirty months. [He grows] until, when 

he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty years, he says, "My 

Lord, enable me to be grateful for Your favor which You have bestowed 

upon me and upon my parents and to work righteousness of which You will 

approve and make righteous for me my offspring. Indeed, I have repented 

to You, and indeed, I am of the Muslims. 

Those are the ones from whom We will accept the best of what they did 

and overlook their misdeeds, [their being] among the companions of 

Paradise. [That is] the promise of truth which they had been promised. 

But one who says to his parents, "Uff to you; do you promise me that I will 

be brought forth [from the earth] when generations before me have already 

passed on [into oblivion]?" while they call to Allah for help [and to their son], 

"Woe to you! Believe! Indeed, the promise of Allah is truth." But he says, 

"This is not but legends of the former peoples.” 



Those are the ones upon whom the word [i.e., decree] has come into 

effect, [who will be] among nations which had passed on before them of 

jinn and men. Indeed, they [all] were losers.” 

 

 



“And We have enjoined upon man, to his parents, good treatment. His 

mother carried him with hardship and gave birth to him with hardship, 

and his gestation and weaning [period] is thirty months…But one who 

says to his parents, "Uff to you”…” 

 

 

Being kind to parents is widely known characteristic amongst muslims yet 

unfortunately many fail to fulfil this important duty. Allah, the Exalted, has 

placed being kind to parents next to solely worshipping Him in many places 

of the Holy Quran such as, chapter 17 Al Isra, verse 23: 

 

 

“And your Lord has decreed that you worship not except Him, and to 

parents, good treatment. Whether one or both of them reach old age [while] 

with you, say not to them [so much as], "uff,"1 and do not repel them but 

speak to them a noble word.” 

 

 

In fact this same verse prohibits muslims to even utter a single word out of 

annoyance towards their parents. In another place of the Holy Quran Allah, 

the Exalted, has combined being grateful to Him with being grateful to 

parents. Chapter 31 Luqman, verse 14: 

 

 

“…Be grateful to Me and to your parents…” 

   

 



Even though, there are countless Hadiths commanding treating parents 

kindly a single Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 3662, is enough 

to understand its importance. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, answered someone who questioned what the rights 

of one's parents are by declaring that they are a child's Paradise or Hell. 

Meaning, if one treats their parents kindly for the sake of Allah, the Exalted, 

they may well be admitted into Paradise because of it. But those who 

mistreat their parents may well be hurled into Hell because of it.  

 

 

Even though, being obedient to parents, as long as it does not involve the 

disobedience of Allah, the Exalted, is very difficult, especially, in this day 

and age muslims should try to remain patient and not argue with their 

parents. If a muslim disagrees with them they can and should still maintain 

respect for them at all times. 

 

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to be grateful…”” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2306, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised muslims to hasten 

in performing righteous deeds before seven things occur.  

 

 

One of the things mentioned in this Hadith which prevents righteous actions 

is a debilitating sickness. This is a warning to make use of one's good 

health before they encounter sickness. One should observe those who 

have lost their good health either through sickness or through ageing and 

therefore make use of the good health they possess by striving to gain 

success in lawful worldly matters as well as religious matters while giving 

priority to religion over the world. For example, a muslim should use their 

good health to journey to the Mosques regularly in order to offer their 

obligatory prayers with congregation before a time comes when they desire 

to do this but do not possess the physical strength to do so. The amazing 

thing about utilizing one's good health correctly is that when a muslim 

eventually loses it Allah, the Exalted, will continue to grant them the same 

reward they used to receive when doing good deeds during their time of 

good health. This has been advised in a Hadith found in Imam Bukhari's, 

Adab Al Mufrad, number 500. But those who live in heedlessness fail to 

utilise their good health and therefore receive no reward during their good 

health or when they fall Ill. 

 

  

This is connected to the next thing mentioned in the main Hadith under 

discussion namely, senility. A muslim should make use of their youth and 



strong intelligence before they reach senility. This includes gaining and 

acting on knowledge and using one's mental strength to obey Allah, the 

Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by 

facing destiny with patience. It is important to behave in this manner before 

senility occurs as even the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings 

be upon him, sought refuge from senility in a Hadith found in Sahih 

Bukhari, number 6390.  

 

 

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to be grateful…”” 

 

 

This is the age where a person often questions their existence after 

achieving much worldly success. A person who experiences this seems to 

feel a huge void in their life even though they may possess many things 

and achieved much worldly success. This often occurs as these people are 

not fulfilling the purpose of their creation which is to gain knowledge about 

Allah, the Exalted, so that they can obey and worship Him correctly. This is 

similar to a person who owns the latest mobile phone which has many 

features yet, due to a fault it fails to fulfil its primary goal which is to make 

phone calls. No matter how good these other features are the owner will 

always feel a void in respect to it as the phone does not fulfil its primary 

goal of existence. Similarly, a person will feel a void in their life even if they 

possess many worldly things. This feeling affects muslims and non-

muslims. It is obvious why non-muslims feel like this as they could not be 

further from fulfilling the purpose of their creation so no matter what they 

achieve they eventually feel this void in their life.  It occurs to those 

muslims who may even fulfil their obligatory duties but as they fail to strive 

to gain and act on the vital knowledge needed to fulfil their purpose 

correctly they experience this void. In most cases, they do not even 

understand the Arabic language so performing worship simply does not fill 

this void. One will not fill this void until they strive to fulfil the purpose of 

creation which is to gain knowledge on Allah, the Exalted, so that they can 

obey and worship Him correctly throughout every moment of their life.  

 

 

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to be grateful for Your favor 

which You have bestowed upon me and upon my parents…”” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, is the One who is infinitely bountiful and bestows favours 

and blessings without recompense or external cause. He gives generously 

without being asked.  

 

 

The muslim who understands this divine name will always seek bounty and 

blessings from Allah, the Exalted, as they know the Bestower loves to be 

asked. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 

3571. But it is important to note, the one who seeks bounty from the 

Bestower should know it is not gained through His disobedience. Any 

worldly blessings obtained through the disobedience of Allah, the Exalted, 

will only become a burden for its possessor in both worlds. A muslim 

should instead strive to obtain beneficial blessings from the Bestower by 

fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing 

destiny with patience. When a muslim truly understands that all blessings 

have been given by the Bestower they will show true gratitude to Him. This 

is when one uses all the blessings they possess according to the pleasure 

of Allah, the Exalted. This leads to an increase in blessings. Chapter 14 

Ibrahim, verse 7: 

 

 

“And [remember] when your Lord proclaimed, 'If you are grateful, I will 

surely increase you [in favor]…” 

 



 

A muslim should act on this divine name by bestowing the blessings they 

have been given to others for the pleasure of Allah, the Exalted. The one 

who gives to others will be given more than they could have ever imagined. 

Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 245: 

 

 

“Who is it that would loan Allah a goodly loan so He may multiply it for him 

many times over? And it is Allah who withholds and grants abundance, and 

to Him you will be returned.” 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to be grateful for Your favor 

which You have bestowed upon me and upon my parents…”” 

 

 

As indicated by this verse, a muslim must understand that their righteous 

deeds, such as showing gratitude, are a blessing from Allah, the Exalted, 

as the inspiration, knowledge, strength and opportunity to perform them 

comes from Allah, the Exalted. Therefore, muslims will only enter Paradise 

through the mercy of Allah, the Exalted. Understanding this fact prevents 

the deadly characteristic of pride. An atom’s worth of which is enough to 

take one to Hell. This has been warned in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, 

number 266. 

 

 

The servants of Allah, the Exalted, have understood that anything good 

they possess is solely because Allah, the Exalted, granted it to them. And 

any evil they are saved from is because Allah, the Exalted, protected them. 

Is it not foolish to be proud of something that does not belong to someone? 

Just like a person does not boast about a sports car which does not belong 

to them muslims must realize nothing in reality belongs to them. This 

attitude ensures one remains humble at all times. The humble servants of 

Allah, the Exalted, fully believe in the Hadith of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, found in Sahih Bukhari, 

number 5673, which declares that the righteous deeds of a person will not 

take them to Paradise. Only the mercy of Allah, the Exalted, can cause this 

to occur. This is because every righteous deed is only possible when Allah, 

the Exalted, provides one with the knowledge, strength, opportunity and 

inspiration to perform it. Even the acceptance of the deed is dependent on 

the mercy of Allah, the Exalted. When one bares this in mind it saves them 

from pride and inspires them to adopt humility. One should always 



remember that being humble is not a sign of weakness as Islam has 

encouraged one to defend themself if necessary. In other words, Islam 

teaches muslims to be humble without weakness. In fact, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, has confirmed in a Hadith 

found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2029, that whoever humbles themself 

before Allah, the Exalted, will be raised by Him. So in reality, humility leads 

to honor in both worlds. One only needs to reflect on the most humble of 

the creation to understand this fact namely, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. Allah, the Exalted, has clearly ordered 

people by ordering the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him, to adopt this important quality. Chapter 26 Ash Shu’ara, verse 

215: 

 

 

“And lower your wing [i.e., show kindness] to those who follow you of the 

believers.”  

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, led a 

humble life. For example, he happily carried out the domestic duties at 

home thereby proving these chores are gender-neutral. This is confirmed in 

Imam Bukhari’s, Adab Al Mufrad, number 538. 

 

  

Chapter 25 Al Furqan, verse 63, shows that humility is an inner 

characteristic that manifests outwards such as the way one walks. This is 

discussed in another verse chapter 31 Luqman, verse 18: 

 

 



“And do not turn your cheek [in contempt] toward people and do not walk 

through the earth exultantly…” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, has made it clear that Paradise is for the humble 

servants who possess no trace of pride. Chapter 28 Al Qasas, verse 83: 

 

 

“That home of the Hereafter We assign to those who do not desire 

exaltedness upon the earth or corruption. And the [best] outcome is for the 

righteous.” 

 

 

In fact, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

has confirmed in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1998, that 

whoever possesses an atom’s worth of pride will not enter Paradise. Only 

Allah, the Exalted, has the right to be proud as He is the Creator, Sustainer 

and Owner of the entire universe. 

 

 

It is important to note, pride is when one believes they are superior to 

others and rejects the truth when it is presented to them as they dislike 

accepting the truth when it comes from other than them. This is confirmed 

in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4092. 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to be grateful for Your favor 

which You have bestowed upon me and upon my parents…”” 

 

 

A muslim must ensure they fulfill all three aspects of gratitude so that they 

avoid becoming a denier of Allah, the Exalted, as the one who is ungrateful 

in reality, scorns the One who granted them the blessings. Chapter 2 Al 

Baqarah, verse 152: 

 

 

“…And be grateful to Me and do not deny Me.” 

 

 

The three aspects of gratitude are to internally acknowledge Allah, the 

Exalted, as the sole Creator and Provider of all blessings. An aspect of this 

is to correct one’s intention so that they only perform actions to please 

Allah, the Exalted. The next aspect is to praise Allah, the Exalted, via the 

tongue. And the final and highest aspect is to practically show gratitude 

through one's actions by using each blessing as prescribed by Islam in 

order to please Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 14 Ibrahim, verse 7: 

 

 

“And [remember] when your Lord proclaimed, 'If you are grateful, I will 

surely increase you [in favor]; but if you deny, indeed, My punishment is 

severe.'"” 

 



 

As true gratitude leads to an increase in blessings muslims should fear that 

showing ingratitude may cause the blessings they possess to either be 

taken away from them or for their blessings to be used against them by 

becoming a burden and a curse for them in both worlds. It is important to 

note, even if a muslim becomes truly grateful they will still face tests and 

difficulties as they are guaranteed. But if they behave in the correct way 

they will be guided through every situation so that they obtain peace of 

mind and body in this world and a great reward in the hereafter.  

 

 



“And We have enjoined upon man, to his parents, good treatment. His 

mother carried him with hardship and gave birth to him with 

hardship…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] 

forty years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to be grateful for Your favor 

which You have bestowed upon me and upon my parents…”” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1954, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that whoever is not 

grateful to people cannot be grateful to Allah, the Exalted.  

 

 

Even though there is no doubt that the source of all blessings is none other 

than Allah, the Exalted, none the less showing gratitude to people is an 

important aspect of Islam. This is because Allah, the Exalted, sometimes 

uses a person as a means to help others such as one’s parents. As the 

means has been created and used by Allah, the Exalted, being grateful to 

them is in fact being grateful to Allah, the Exalted. Therefore, muslims must 

show good character and always show appreciation for any aid or support 

they receive from others irrespective of its size. They should show gratitude 

to Allah, the Exalted, by using the blessing according to His commands as 

He is the source of the blessing and show gratitude to the person as they 

are the means which was created and chosen by Allah, the Exalted. A 

muslim should show gratitude verbally to people and practically by repaying 

their act of kindness according to their means even if it is only a 

supplication on their behalf. This has been advised in a Hadith found in 

Imam Bukhari's, Adab Al Mufrad, number 216. 

 

 



The person who does not show gratitude to people cannot show true 

gratitude to Allah, the Exalted, and therefore they will not be given an 

increase in blessings. Chapter 14 Ibrahim, verse 7: 

 

 

“And [remember] when your Lord proclaimed, 'If you are grateful, I will 

surely increase you [in favor]…” 

 

 

If a muslim desires an increase in blessings they must fulfill both aspects of 

gratitude namely, to Allah, the Exalted, and to people.  

 



“And We have enjoined upon man, to his parents, good treatment. His 

mother carried him with hardship and gave birth to him with 

hardship…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] 

forty years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to…work righteousness of 

which You will approve…”” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2612, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that the one who 

possesses complete faith is the one who is best in conduct and most kind 

to their family.  

 

 

Unfortunately, some have adopted the bad habit of treating non-relatives in 

a kind manner while mistreating their own family. They behave in this 

manner as they do not understand the importance of treating one's own 

family kindly and as they fail to appreciate their family. A muslim will never 

achieve success until they fulfill both aspects of faith. The first is fulfilling 

their duties towards Allah, the Exalted, by fulfilling His commands, 

refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience 

according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. The second is to fulfill the rights of people which 

includes treating them kindly. None have more right to this kind treatment 

than one’s own family. A muslim must aid their family in all matters which 

are good and warn them against bad things and practices in a gentle way 

according to the teachings of Islam. They should not blindly support them in 

bad things simply because they are their relatives neither should they fail to 

help them in good matters because of some ill feelings towards them as 

this contradicts Islamic teachings. Chapter 5 Al Ma’idah, verse 2: 

 



 

“…And cooperate in righteousness and piety, but do not cooperate in sin 

and aggression…” 

 

 

The best way to guide others is through a practical example as this is the 

tradition of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, and is much more effective than just verbal guidance.  

 

 

Finally, one should generally choose gentleness in all matters especially, 

when dealing with their family. Even if their commit sins they should be 

warned in a gentle manner and still be aided in matters which are good as 

this kindness is more effective in bringing them back to the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, than treating them harshly. 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to…to work righteousness of 

which You will approve…”” 

 

 

Righteousness cannot be achieved without gaining and acting on Islamic 

knowledge so that one can fulfill the commands of Allah, the Exalted, 

refrain from His prohibitions and face destiny with patience according to the 

traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him. Chapter 35 Fatir, verse 28: 

 

 

“…Only those fear Allah, from among His servants, who have 

knowledge…” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2451, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon, advised that a muslim cannot 

become righteous until they avoid something which is not harmful to their 

religion out of caution that it will lead to something which is harmful. 

Therefore, an aspect of righteousness is to avoid things which are doubtful 

not just unlawful. This is because doubtful things takes a muslim one step 

closer to the unlawful and the closer one is to the unlawful the easier it is to 

fall into it. It is why a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1205, 

advises that the one who avoids unlawful and doubtful things will protect 

their religion and honor. If one observes those who have become 

misguided in society, in most cases, this occurred gradually not in one 

sudden step. Meaning, the person first indulged in doubtful things before 

falling into the unlawful. This is the reason why Islam stresses the need to 

avoid unnecessary and vain things in one's life as they can lead them to 



the unlawful. For example, vain and useless speech which is not classified 

sinful by Islam often leads to evil speech, such as backbiting, lying and 

slander. If a person avoids the first step by not indulging in vain speech 

they will undoubtedly avoid evil speech. This process can be applied to all 

things which are vain, unnecessary and especially, doubtful.  

 

 

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to…to work righteousness of 

which You will approve…”” 

 

 

The approved deeds involve sincerely obeying and following the teachings 

of the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim number 196, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that Islam is 

sincerity towards the Holy Quran and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him. 

 

 

Sincerity towards the Holy Quran includes having deep respect and love for 

the words of Allah, the Exalted. This sincerity is proven when one fulfils the 

three aspects of the Holy Quran. The first is to recite it correctly and 

regularly. The second is to understand its teachings through a reliable 

source and teacher. The final aspect is to act on the teachings of the Holy 

Quran with the aim of pleasing Allah, the Exalted. The sincere muslim gives 

priority to acting on its teachings over acting on their desires which 

contradict the Holy Quran. Modelling one’s character on the Holy Quran is 

the sign of true sincerity towards the book of Allah, the Exalted. This is the 

tradition of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, which is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 

1342.  

 



 

The next thing mentioned in the main Hadith under discussion is sincerity 

towards the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. 

This includes striving to acquire knowledge in order to act on his traditions. 

These traditions include the ones related to Allah, the Exalted, in the form 

of worship, and his blessed noble character towards the creation. Chapter 

68 Al Qalam, verse 4: 

 

 

"And indeed, you are of a great moral character." 

 

 

It includes to accept his commands and prohibitions at all times. This has 

been made a duty by Allah, the Exalted. Chapter 59 Al Hashr, verse 7: 

 

 

"...And whatever the Messenger has given you - take; and what he has 

forbidden you - refrain from..." 

 

 

Sincerity includes to give priority to his traditions over the actions of anyone 

else as all paths to Allah, the Exalted, are closed except the path of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 3 

Alee Imran, verse 31: 

 

 



"Say, [O Muḥammad], "If you should love Allah, then follow me, [so] Allah 

will love you and forgive you your sins..."  

 

 

One must love all those who supported him during his life and after his 

passing, whether they are from his Family or his Companions, may Allah 

be pleased with them all. Supporting those who walk on his path and teach 

his traditions is a duty on those who desire to be sincere to him. Sincerity 

also includes loving those who love him and disliking those who criticise 

him irrespective, of one’s relationship with these people. This is all 

summarised in a single Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 16. It 

advises that a person cannot have true faith until they love Allah, the 

Exalted, and the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, more than the entire creation. This love must be shown through 

actions not just words.   

 

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to…to work righteousness of 

which You will approve…”” 

 

 

The approved deeds involve sincerely obeying and following the teachings 

of the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4606, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, warned that any matter 

which is not based on Islam will be rejected.  

 

 

If muslims desire lasting success in both worldly and religious matters they 

must strictly adhere to the teachings of the Holy Quran and the traditions of 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Even 

though, certain actions which are not directly taken from these two sources 

of guidance can still be considered a righteous deed it is important to 

prioritize these two sources of guidance over all else. Because the fact is 

that the more one acts on things which are not taken from these two 

sources even if it is a righteous deed the less they will act on these two 

sources of guidance. An obvious example is how many muslims have 

adopted cultural practices into their lives which do not have a foundation in 

these two sources of guidance. Even if these cultural practices are not sins 

they have preoccupied muslims from learning and acting on these two 

sources of guidance as they feel satisfied with their behaviour. This leads 

to ignorance of the two sources of guidance which in turn will only lead to 

misguidance.  



 

 

This is why a muslim must learn and act on these two sources of guidance 

which have been established by the leaders of guidance and only then act 

on other voluntary righteous deeds if they have the time and energy to do 

so. But if they choose ignorance and made up practices even if they are not 

sins over learning and acting on these two sources of guidance they will not 

achieve success.  

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to…to work righteousness of 

which You will approve…”” 

 

 

The approved deeds involve sincerely obeying and following the teachings 

of the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him. 

 

 

Muslims should not follow and adopt the customary practices of non-

muslims. The more muslims do this the less they will follow the teachings of 

the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace 

and blessings be upon him. This is quite evident in this day and age as 

many muslims have adopted the cultural practices of other nations which 

has caused them to become distant from the teachings of Islam. For 

example, one only needs to observe the modern muslim wedding to 

observe how many non-muslim cultural practices have been adopted by 

muslims. What makes this worse is that many muslims cannot differentiate 

between Islamic practices based on the Holy Quran and traditions of the 

Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, and the 

cultural practices of non-muslims. Because of this non-muslims cannot 

differentiate between them either which has caused great problems for 

Islam. For example, honour killings is a cultural practice which has nothing 

to do with Islam yet because of the ignorance of muslims and their habit of 

adopting non-muslim cultural practices Islam is blamed every time an 

honour killing occurs in society. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, removed the social barriers in the form of casts and 

brotherhoods in order to unite people yet ignorant muslims have 

resurrected them by adopting the cultural practices of non-muslims. Simply 

put, the more cultural practices muslims adopt the less they will act on the 



Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him. 

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord…make righteous for me my offspring…”” 

 

 

The root of obtaining this is leading by example. 

 

 

It is important for all Muslims, especially parents, to act on what they advise 

to others. It is obvious if one turns the pages of history that those who 

acted on what they preached had a much more positive effect on others 

compared to those who did not lead by example. The best example being 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, who not 

only practiced what he preached but adhered to those teachings more 

strictly than anyone else. Only with this attitude will Muslims especially, 

parents have a positive impact on others. For example, if a mother warns 

her children not to lie as it is a sin but often lies in front of them her children 

are unlikely to act on her advice. A person's actions will always have more 

of an impact on others than their speech. It is important to note that this 

does not mean one needs to be perfect before advising others. It means 

they should sincerely strive to act on their own advice before advising 

others. The Holy Quran has made it clear in the following verse that Allah, 

the exalted, hates this behaviour. In fact, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, has warned in a Hadith found in Sahih 

Bukhari, number 3267, that the a person who commanded  good but 

refrained from it themself and prohibited evil yet acted on it themself will be 

punished in severely Hell. Chapter 61 As Saf, verse 3: 

 

 

“Greatly hateful in the sight of Allah is that you say what you do not do.” 



 

 

So it is vital for all Muslims to strive to act on their advice themself then 

advise others to do the same. Leading by example is the tradition of all the 

Holy Prophets, peace be upon them, and is the best way to affect others in 

a positive way.  



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord…make righteous for me my offspring…”” 

 

 

This involves raising one’s children according to the teachings of Islam. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1952, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that the most 

virtuous gift a parent can give their child is to teach them good character.  

 

 

This Hadith reminds muslims to be more concerned about the faith of their 

relatives, such as their children, over acquiring and imparting wealth and 

properties to them. It is important to understand, worldly legacies come and 

go. How many rich and powerful people have built massive empires only 

for them to be torn apart and forgotten shortly after their death? The few 

signs left behind from some of these legacies only endure in order to warn 

people not to follow in their footsteps. An example is the great empire of 

Pharaoh. Unfortunately, many muslims are so concerned about teaching 

their children how to build an empire and acquire much wealth and 

properties that they neglect teaching them the sincere obedience of Allah, 

the Exalted, which involves fulfilling His commands, refraining from His 

prohibitions and facing destiny with patience. This includes good manners 

towards Allah, the Exalted, and the creation. A muslim should not be fooled 

into believing they have plenty of time for teaching their children good 

manners as their moment of death is unknown and often pounces on 

people unexpectedly.  

 



 

In addition, it is extremely difficult to teach good manners to children when 

they get older and become set in their ways. Today is the day a muslim 

should truly reflect on the gift they wish to impart to their children and 

relatives. This is how a muslim sends forward good to the hereafter but 

also leaves good behind as a righteous child which supplicates for their 

deceased parent benefits them. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found 

in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 1376. It is hoped that the one who is 

surrounded by good in this way will be forgiven by Allah, the Exalted.  

 

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord…Indeed, I have repented to You…”” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn Majah, number 4251, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that people 

commit sins but the best person who commits sins is the one who sincerely 

repents. 

 

 

As people are not Angels they are bound to commit sins. The thing that 

makes these people special is when they sincerely repent from their sins. 

Sincere repentance includes feeling remorse, seeking the forgiveness of 

Allah, the Exalted, and anyone who has been wronged, making a firm 

promise not to commit the sin or a similar sin again and making up for any 

rights which have been violated in respect to Allah, the Exalted, and 

people.  

 

 

It is important to note, minor sins can be erased through righteous deeds 

which has been advised in many Hadiths, such as the one found in Sahih 

Muslim, number 550. It advises that the five daily obligatory prayers and 

two consecutive Friday congregational prayers erase the minor sins 

committed in between them as long as major sins are avoided.  

 

 

Major sins are only erased through sincere repentance. Therefore, a 

muslim should strive to avoid all sins, minor and major, and if they happen 



to occur to immediately sincerely repent as the time of death is unknown. 

And they should continue obeying Allah, the Exalted, by fulfilling His 

commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with 

patience.  

 

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord…indeed, I am of the Muslims."” 

 

 

True belief involves sincerity. In a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim number 

196, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, 

advised that Islam is sincerity towards Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

Sincerity towards Allah, the Exalted, includes fulfilling all the duties given 

by Him in the form of commands and prohibitions, solely for His 

pleasure. As confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 1, all 

will be judged by their intention. So if one is not sincere towards Allah, 

the Exalted, when performing good deeds they will gain no reward in this 

world or in the next. In fact, according to a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 3154, those who performed insincere deeds will be told 

on Judgement Day to seek their reward from those who they acted for, 

which will not be possible. Chapter 98 Al Bayyinah, verse 5. 

 

 

"And they were not commanded except to worship Allah, [being] sincere 

to Him in religion....." 

 

 

If one is lax in fulfilling their duties towards Allah, the Exalted, it proves a 

lack of sincerity. Therefore, they should sincerely repent and struggle to 

fulfil them all. It is important to bear in mind Allah, the Exalted, never 

burdens one with duties they cannot perform or handle. Chapter 2 Al 

Baqarah, verse 286. 

 



 

"Allah does not charge a soul except [with that within] its capacity...." 

 

 

Being sincere towards Allah, the Exalted, means that one should always 

choose His pleasure over the pleasure of themself and others. A Muslim 

should always give priority to those actions which are for the sake of 

Allah, the Exalted, over all else. One should love others and dislike their 

sins for the sake of Allah, the Exalted, and not for the sake of their own 

desires. When they help others or refuse to take part in sins it should be 

for the sake of Allah, the Exalted. The one who adopts this mentality has 

perfected their faith. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in Sunan Abu 

Dawud, number 4681. 

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord…indeed, I am of the Muslims."” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sunan An Nasai, number 4998, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised the signs of a true 

muslim and a true believer. A true muslim is the one who keeps their verbal 

and physical harm away from others. This in fact, includes all people 

irrespective of their faith. It includes all types of verbal and physical sins 

which can cause harm or distress to another. This can include failing to 

give the best advice to others as this contradicts sincerity towards others 

which has been commanded in a Hadith found in Sunan An Nasai, number 

4204. It includes advising others to disobey Allah, the Exalted, thereby, 

inviting them towards sins. A muslim should avoid this behavior as they will 

be taken account for every person who acts on their bad advice. This has 

been warned in a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 2351.  

 

 

Physical harm includes causing problems for other people's livelihood, 

committing fraud, conning others and physical abuse. All of these 

characteristics contradict Islamic teachings and must be avoided. 

 

 

A true believer, according to the main Hadith under discussion, is the one 

who keeps their harm away from the lives and property of others. Again, 

this applies to all people irrespective of their faith. This includes stealing, 

misusing or damaging the property and belongings of others. Whenever 

one is entrusted with someone else's property they must ensure they only 

use it with the owner’s permission and in a way which is pleasing and 

agreeable to the owner. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 



blessings be upon him, has warned in a Hadith found in Sunan An Nasai, 

number 5421, that whoever illegally takes someone else's property, 

through a false oath, even if it is as small as a twig of a tree will go to Hell. 

 

  

To conclude a muslim must support their verbal declaration of belief with 

actions as they are the physical proof of one’s belief which will be needed 

in order to obtain success on the Day of Judgment. In addition, a muslim 

should fulfill the characteristics of true belief in respect to Allah, the Exalted, 

and people. An excellent way of achieving this in respect to people is to 

simply treat others how they wish to be treated by people, which is with 

respect and peace.  

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to be grateful for Your favor 

which You have bestowed upon me and upon my parents and to work 

righteousness of which You will approve and make righteous for me 

my offspring. Indeed, I have repented to You, and indeed, I am of the 

Muslims." Those are the ones from whom We will accept the best of 

what they did and overlook their misdeeds, [their being] among the 

companions of Paradise…” 

 

 

Disbelief can be a literal rejecting of Islam or through actions, which 

involves disobeying Allah, the Exalted, even though one believes in Him. 

This can be clearly understood by an example. If an unaware person is 

warned by another of an approaching lion and the unaware person takes 

practical steps to obtain safety they will be considered someone who 

believed in the warning given to them as they adapted their behaviour 

based on the warning. Whereas, if the unaware person does not practically 

change their behaviour after being warned, people will suspect that they do 

not believe in the warning given to them even if the unaware person 

verbally claims belief in the warning given to them. 

 

 

Some people claim that their belief and obedience to their God is in their 

hearts and they therefore do not need to demonstrate it practically. 

Unfortunately, this foolish mentality has infected many Muslims who believe 

they possess a pure faithful heart even though they fail to fulfil the 

obligatory duties of Islam. The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, has clearly declared in a Hadith found in Sunan Ibn 

Majah, number 3984, that when one's heart is pure the body becomes pure 

which means their actions become correct. But if one's heart is corrupt the 

body becomes corrupt which means their actions will be corrupt and 



incorrect. Therefore, the one who does not obey Allah, the Exalted, by 

fulfilling their duties practically can never have a pure heart.  

 

 

In addition, demonstrating one's faith in Allah, the Exalted, practically is 

their proof and evidence which is required on Judgment Day in order to be 

granted Paradise. Not having this practical evidence is as silly as a student 

who hands back a blank exam paper to their teacher claiming their 

knowledge is in their mind so they therefore do not need to write it down by 

answering the exam questions. The same way this student would 

undoubtedly fail so will a person who reaches Judgment Day without the 

obedience of Allah, the Exalted, in the form of fulfilling His commands, 

refraining from His prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience, even if 

they possess faith in their heart.  

 

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to be grateful for Your favor 

which You have bestowed upon me and upon my parents and to work 

righteousness of which You will approve and make righteous for me 

my offspring. Indeed, I have repented to You, and indeed, I am of the 

Muslims." Those are the ones from whom We will accept the best of 

what they did and overlook their misdeeds, [their being] among the 

companions of Paradise…” 

 

 

Even though there is no doubt that the mercy of Allah, the Exalted, is 

infinite and can overcome all sins. And giving up hope in the infinite mercy 

of Allah, the Exalted, is defined as unbelief in chapter 12 Yusuf, verse 87: 

 

 

“…Indeed, no one despairs of relief from Allah except the disbelieving 

people."   

 

 

Yet, none the less it is extremely important for muslims to understand a 

fact. Namely, a muslim has not been guaranteed to leave this world with 

their faith meaning, a muslim is in danger of dying as a non-muslim. This is 

the greatest loss. If this happens it does not take a scholar to conclude 

where this person will reside in the hereafter. This can occur when a 

muslim persists on sins especially, major sins, such as drinking alcohol and 

failing to offer their obligatory prayers and reaches their end without 

sincerely repenting from their sins. This is the reason why muslims must 

sincerely repent from all their sins and strive to fulfil all their obligatory 

duties as this is a task they can undoubtedly fulfil. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, 

verse 286: 



 

 

“Allah does not charge a soul except [with that within] its capacity…” 

 

 

They should not be fooled into believing they possess hope in the mercy of 

Allah, the Exalted. As true hope in the mercy of Allah, the Exalted, is 

supported by obedience to Allah, the Exalted, through actions. This 

involves fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and facing 

destiny with patience. Failing to do this and then expecting the mercy and 

forgiveness of Allah, the Exalted, is not hope in His mercy it is merely 

wishful thinking which has no weight or significance. This has been clearly 

warned by the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon 

him, in a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2459.  

 

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to be grateful for Your favor 

which You have bestowed upon me and upon my parents and to work 

righteousness of which You will approve and make righteous for me 

my offspring. Indeed, I have repented to You, and indeed, I am of the 

Muslims." Those are the ones from whom We will accept the best of 

what they did and overlook their misdeeds, [their being] among the 

companions of Paradise…” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, conceals and covers the faults of His repentant servants 

without punishing them or holding it against them in anyway.  

 

 

A muslim should therefore never lose hope in the mercy of Allah, the 

Exalted, as this leads to unbelief. Chapter 12 Yusuf, verse 87: 

 

 

“…and despair not of relief from Allah. Indeed, no one despairs of relief 

from Allah except the disbelieving people." 

 

 

A muslim should understand that the forgiveness of Allah, the Exalted, is 

unlimited while their sins will always be limited. The limited can never 

overcome the unlimited. But it is important to note this applies to the one 

who repents sincerely not the person who continues sinning believing they 

will be forgiven. This is merely wishful thinking not true hope in the 

forgiveness of Allah, the Exalted. Sincere repentance involves feeling 



remorse, seeking forgiveness from Allah, the Exalted, and if necessary 

from people, sincerely promising to refrain from the same or similar sin 

again and making up for any rights which have been violated in respect to 

Allah, the Exalted, and people. 

 

 

Muslims should act on this blessed divine name by overlooking and 

forgiving the mistakes of others. It is logical to understand that if one 

desires the forgiveness of Allah, the Exalted, they should learn to forgive 

others. Chapter 24 An Nur, verse 22: 

 

 

“…and let them pardon and overlook. Would you not like that Allah should 

forgive you? And Allah is Forgiving and Merciful.” 

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to be grateful for Your favor 

which You have bestowed upon me and upon my parents and to work 

righteousness of which You will approve and make righteous for me 

my offspring. Indeed, I have repented to You, and indeed, I am of the 

Muslims." Those are the ones from whom We will accept the best of 

what they did and overlook their misdeeds, [their being] among the 

companions of Paradise…” 

 

 

In a Divine Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 6833, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that whoever does 

a good deed will have a minimum of ten times reward.  

 

 

Throughout Islamic teachings different amounts of reward have been 

declared for performing righteous deeds. Some teachings advise ten times 

reward like this Hadith, others seven hundred times and in some cases a 

reward which cannot be counted. Chapter 2 Al Baqarah, verse 261: 

 

 

“The example of those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah is like a 

seed [of grain] which grows seven spikes; in each spike is a hundred 

grains. And Allah multiplies [His reward] for whom He wills…” 

 

 

This varying reward is dependent on one's sincerity. The more sincere a 

person is the more they will be rewarded. Meaning, the more they perform 



the righteous deed for the sake of Allah, the Exalted, the more they will be 

rewarded. For example, the one who only acts to please Allah, the Exalted, 

without desiring a lawful worldly blessing will obtain more reward than the 

one who acts in order to please Allah, the Exalted, and seeks a lawful 

worldly blessing.  

 

 

Another thing mentioned in the main Hadith under discussion is that the 

more one obeys Allah, the Exalted, which involves fulfilling His commands, 

refraining from His prohibitions and facing destiny with patience the greater 

the mercy of Allah, the Exalted, they will receive. In each case, a muslim’s 

minimal effort will lead to receiving a greater mercy. This mercy will ensure 

they are rightly guided through every situation they face so that they 

overcome them in order to obtain peace of mind, body and true lasting 

success in both worlds. But the one who holds back from the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, will not obtain this mercy and they therefore will not 

obtain right guidance during their life. Instead they will encounter one 

difficulty after another not knowing how to respond in each case.  



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to be grateful for Your favor 

which You have bestowed upon me and upon my parents and to work 

righteousness of which You will approve and make righteous for me 

my offspring. Indeed, I have repented to You, and indeed, I am of the 

Muslims." Those are the ones from whom We will accept the best of 

what they did and overlook their misdeeds, [their being] among the 

companions of Paradise…” 

 

 

It is important to note, that one will only enter Paradise through the mercy 

of Allah, the Exalted. This has been confirmed in a Hadith found in Sahih 

Bukhari, number 5673. This is because every righteous deed is only 

possible through the mercy of Allah, the Exalted, in the form of knowledge, 

inspiration, strength and opportunity to do the deed. This understanding 

prevents one from adopting pride which is vital to avoid as only an atom’s 

worth of pride is needed to take a person to Hell. This has been warned in 

a Hadith found in Sahih Muslim, number 267.  

 

 

In addition, a muslim must understand that this mercy of Allah, the Exalted, 

in the form of righteous deeds is in reality a light which one must gather in 

this world if they desire to obtain a guiding light in the hereafter. If a muslim 

lives in heedlessness and refrains from gathering this light in the world by 

fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His 

prohibitions and by facing destiny with patience then how can they expect 

to receive this guiding light in the hereafter?  

 

 



All muslims desire to inhabit Paradise with the greatest servants of Allah, 

the Exalted, such as the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be 

upon him. But it is important to understand that simply wishing for this 

without action will not make it come true otherwise the Companions, may 

Allah be pleased with them, would have done this. Simply put, the more 

one strives in learning and acting on the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, the closer they will be to 

him in the hereafter.  

 

 

The greatest blessing of Paradise is physically observing Allah, the 

Exalted, which is discussed in a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 

7436. If a muslim desires to obtain this unimaginable blessing they must 

practically strive to achieve the level of excellence mentioned in a Hadith 

found in Sahih Muslim, number 99. This is when one performs actions, 

such as the prayer, as if they can observe Allah, the Exalted, overlooking 

them. This attitude ensures one's persistent and sincere obedience to 

Allah, the Exalted. It is hoped that the one who strives for this level of faith 

will receive the blessing of physically observing Allah, the Exalted, in the 

hereafter. 

 

 

 

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to be grateful for Your favor 

which You have bestowed upon me and upon my parents and to work 

righteousness of which You will approve and make righteous for me 

my offspring. Indeed, I have repented to You, and indeed, I am of the 

Muslims." Those are the ones from whom We will accept the best of 

what they did and overlook their misdeeds, [their being] among the 

companions of Paradise. [That is] the promise of truth which they had 

been promised. But one who says to his parents, "Uff to you; do you 

promise me that I will be brought forth [from the earth] when 

generations before me have already passed on [into oblivion]?" while 

they call to Allāh for help [and to their son], "Woe to you! Believe! 

Indeed, the promise of Allāh is truth." But he says, "This is not but 

legends of the former peoples."” 

 

 

Ignorance prevents one from truly accepting the promises of Allah, the 

Exalted, so that it affects their behaviour in a positive way. 

 

 

A great distraction which prevents one from submitting to the obedience of 

Allah, the Exalted, is ignorance. It can be argued that it is the origin of 

every sin as the one who truly knows the consequences of sins would 

never commit them. This refers to true beneficial knowledge which is 

knowledge that is acted upon. In reality, all knowledge which is not acted 

on is not beneficial knowledge. The example of the one who behaves in 

this manner is described in the Holy Quran as a donkey which carries 

books of knowledge which do not benefit it. Chapter 62 Al Jumu’ah, verse 

5: 

 



 

“…and then did not take it on (did not act upon knowledge) is like that of a 

donkey who carries volumes [of books]…” 

 

 

A person who acts on their knowledge rarely slips up and commits sins 

intentionally. In fact, when this occurs it is only caused by a moment of 

ignorance where a person forgets to act on their knowledge which results in 

them sinning.  

 

 

The Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, once 

highlighted the seriousness of ignorance in a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 2322. He declared that everything in the material world is 

cursed except for the remembrance of Allah, the Exalted, whatever is 

connected to this remembrance, the scholar and the student of knowledge. 

This means that all the blessings in the material world will become a curse 

for the one who is ignorant as they will misuse them thereby committing 

sins.  

 

 

In fact, ignorance can be considered a person's worse enemy as it 

prevents them from protecting themself from harm and gaining benefit all of 

which can only be achieved through acting on knowledge. The ignorant 

commits sins without being aware of them. How can one avoid a sin if they 

do not know what is considered a sin? Ignorance causes one to neglect 

their obligatory duties. How can one fulfil their duties if they are unaware of 

what their duties are? 

  



 

It is therefore a duty on all muslims to gain enough knowledge to fulfil all 

their obligatory duties and avoid sins. This is confirmed in a Hadith found in 

Sunan Ibn Majah, number 224. 

 

 



“…until, when he reaches maturity and reaches [the age of] forty 

years, he says, "My Lord, enable me to be grateful for Your favor 

which You have bestowed upon me and upon my parents and to work 

righteousness of which You will approve and make righteous for me 

my offspring. Indeed, I have repented to You, and indeed, I am of the 

Muslims." Those are the ones from whom We will accept the best of 

what they did and overlook their misdeeds, [their being] among the 

companions of Paradise. [That is] the promise of truth which they had 

been promised. But one who says to his parents, "Uff to you; do you 

promise me that I will be brought forth [from the earth] when 

generations before me have already passed on [into oblivion]?" while 

they call to Allāh for help [and to their son], "Woe to you! Believe! 

Indeed, the promise of Allāh is truth." But he says, "This is not but 

legends of the former peoples."” 

 

 

Ignorance prevents one from truly accepting the promises of Allah, the 

Exalted, so that it affects their behaviour in a positive way. This leads to 

weakness of faith. 

 

 

A great obstacle to the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, is weakness of 

faith. It is a blameworthy characteristic which gives rise to other negative 

characteristics, such as failing to act on one's knowledge, fearing others, 

placing the obedience of people above the obedience to Allah, the Exalted, 

having hope in forgiveness without striving for it and other undesired 

characteristics. The greatest affliction of weakness of faith is that it allows 

one to commit sins, such as neglecting the obligatory duties. The root 

cause of weakness of faith is ignorance of Islam. 

 



 

One should strive to gain knowledge in order to strengthen their faith. With 

time they will eventually reach certainty of faith which is so strong that it 

safeguards a person through all tests and trials and ensures they fulfil their 

duties both religious and worldly. This knowledge is obtained when one 

studies the teachings of the Holy Quran and the Hadiths of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Specifically, those 

teachings which discuss the promises of reward for those who are obedient 

and the punishment for those who are disobedient to Allah, the Exalted. 

This creates fear of punishment and hope of reward in a muslim’s heart 

which acts like a pull and push mechanism towards the obedience of Allah, 

the Exalted.  

 

 

One can strengthen their faith by reflecting on the creations within the 

Heavens and the Earth. When done correctly this clearly indicates the 

Oneness of Allah, the Exalted, and His infinite power. Chapter 41 Fussilat, 

verse 53: 

 

 

“We will show them Our signs in the horizons and within themselves until it 

becomes clear to them that it is the truth…” 

 

 

For example, if a muslim ponders over the night and day and how perfectly 

in sync they are and the other things linked to them they will truly believe 

that this is not a random thing meaning, there is a force which ensures 

everything runs like clockwork. This is the infinite power of Allah, the 

Exalted. In addition, if one ponders over the perfect timing of the night and 



day they will realise it clearly indicates that there is only one God namely, 

Allah, the Exalted. If there were more than one God each god would desire 

the night and day to occur according to their own desires. This would lead 

to utter chaos as one God might desire the Sun to rise whereas the other 

God might desire the night to continue. The perfect uninterrupted system 

found within the universe proves there is only one God namely, Allah, the 

Exalted. Chapter 21 Al Anbiya, verse 22: 

 

 

“Had there been within them [i.e., the heavens and earth] gods besides 

Allah, they both would have been ruined…” 

 

 

Another thing which can strengthen one's faith is to persist in righteous 

deeds and abstain from all sins. As faith is belief supported by actions it 

weakens when sins are committed and strengthens when good deeds are 

performed. For example, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and 

blessings be upon him, once warned in a Hadith found in Sunan An Nasai, 

number 5662, that a muslim is not a believer when they drink alcohol.  

 



“But one who says to his parents, "Uff to you; do you promise me that 

I will be brought forth [from the earth] when generations before me 

have already passed on [into oblivion]?"…he says, "This is not but 

legends of the former peoples."” 

 

 

When Allah, the Exalted, created mankind from nothing, resurrecting them 

from dust and bones will be easier for Him. 

 

 

Logically speaking, the Day of Judgement is something which must occur. 

If one observes the universe they will notice many examples of balance. 

For example, the Earth is at a perfect and balanced distance from the Sun. 

If the Earth was slightly closer or further away from the Sun it would not be 

inhabitable. Similarly, the water cycle, which involves the evaporation of 

water from the ocean into the atmosphere which is then condensed in order 

to produce rain, is perfectly balanced so that the creation can continue 

living on Earth. The ground was created in a balanced way so that the 

weak branches and shoots of seeds can penetrate through it in order to 

provide crops for the creation yet the same ground is tough enough to 

withstand heavy buildings being built on top of it. There are many such 

examples that not only clearly indicate a Creator but also balance. But 

there is one major thing in this world which is clearly unbalanced namely, 

the actions of mankind. One often observes oppressive and tyrannical 

people who escape punishment in this world. Conversely, there are 

countless people who are oppressed by others and face other difficulties 

yet do not receive their full reward for their patience. Many Muslims who 

sincerely obey Allah, the Exalted, often face many difficulties in this world 

and only receive a small share in reward whereas those who openly 

disobey Allah, the Exalted, enjoy the luxuries of this world and only face 

some problems. Just like Allah, the Exalted, has set up a balance in all His 



creations the reward and punishment of actions must also be balanced. But 

this obviously does not occur in this world so therefore it must occur in 

another time namely, the Day of Recompense i.e. the Day of Judgment.  

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, could reward and punish fully in this world. But one of 

the wisdoms behind not fully punishing in this world is that Allah, the 

Exalted, gives opportunity after opportunity to them so that they sincerely 

repent and correct their behaviour. He does not fully reward Muslims in this 

world as this world is not Paradise. In addition, believing in the unseen 

namely, the full reward waiting for a Muslim in the next world, is an 

important aspect of faith. In fact belief in the unseen is what makes faith 

special. Believing in something which can be perceived through the five 

senses, such as receiving full reward in this world, would not be so special.  

 

 

Having fear of full punishment and hope in receiving full reward in the 

hereafter will encourage one to abstain from sins and perform righteous 

deeds. 

 

 

In order for the Day of Recompense to commence this material world must 

end. This is because punishment and reward can only be given once 

everyone’s actions terminate. Therefore, the Day of Recompense cannot 

take place until the actions of people have been concluded. This indicates 

that the material world must end, sooner or later.  

 

 



When one reflects on this discussion it will strengthen their faith in the Day 

of Judgement thereby encouraging them to prepare for it by fulfilling the 

commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by 

facing destiny with patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him.          

 



“But one who says to his parents, "Uff to you; do you promise me that 

I will be brought forth [from the earth] when generations before me 

have already passed on [into oblivion]?" while they call to Allāh for 

help [and to their son], "Woe to you! Believe! Indeed, the promise of 

Allāh is truth." But he says, "This is not but legends of the former 

peoples."” 

 

 

It is important to note, a muslim who believes in the Day of Judgement can 

still behave in this manner when they practically fail to prepare for the Day 

of Judgement. This involves using the blessings one has been granted in 

ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

In reality, in most cases nothing in this material world in itself is good or 

bad, such as wealth. What makes a thing good or bad is the way it is used. 

It is important to understand that the very purpose of everything which was 

created by Allah, the Exalted, was for it to be used correctly according to 

the teachings of Islam. When something is not used correctly it in reality 

becomes useless. For example, wealth is useful in both worlds when it is 

used correctly such as being spent on the necessities of a person and their 

dependents. But it can become useless and even a curse for its bearer if it 

is not used correctly, such as being hoarded or spent on sinful things. 

Simply hoarding wealth causes wealth to lose value. How can paper and 

metal coins one tucks away be useful? In this respect, there is no 

difference between a blank piece of paper and a note of money. It is only 

useful when it is used correctly.  

 

 



So if a Muslim desires all their worldly possessions to become a blessing 

for them in both worlds all they have to do is use them correctly according 

to the teachings found in the Holy Quran and the traditions of the Holy 

Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. But if they use 

them incorrectly then the same blessing will become a burden and curse 

for them in both worlds. It is as simple as that.  



“But one who says to his parents, "Uff to you; do you promise me that 

I will be brought forth [from the earth] when generations before me 

have already passed on [into oblivion]?" while they call to Allāh for 

help [and to their son], "Woe to you! Believe! Indeed, the promise of 

Allāh is truth." But he says, "This is not but legends of the former 

peoples."” 

 

 

It is important to note, a muslim who believes in the Day of Judgement can 

still behave in this manner when they practically fail to prepare for the Day 

of Judgement. This involves using the blessings one has been granted in 

ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. One can adopt the correct attitude 

when they understand the purpose of these blessings. 

 

 

Every worldly blessing a Muslim possesses is only a means which should 

aid them in reaching the hereafter safely. It is not an end in itself. For 

example, wealth is a means one should use in order to obey Allah, the 

Exalted, by fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, fulfilling their 

necessities and the necessities of their dependents. It is not an end or an 

ultimate goal in itself.  

 

 

This not only aids a Muslim in maintaining their focus on the hereafter but it 

also aids them whenever they lose worldly blessings. When a Muslim treats 

each worldly blessing, such as a child, as a means to please Allah, the 

Exalted, and reach the hereafter safely then losing it will not have such a 

detrimental impact on them. They may become sad, which is an acceptable 

emotion, but they will not become grieved which leads to impatience and 

other mental problems, such as depression. This is because they firmly 



believe the worldly blessing they possessed was only a means so losing it 

does not cause a loss in the ultimate goal namely, Paradise, the loss of 

which is disastrous. Therefore, still possessing and concentrating on the 

ultimate goal will prevent them from becoming grieved.  

 

 

In addition, they will understand that just like the thing they lost was only a 

means they firmly believe they will be provided with another means to 

reach and fulfil their ultimate goal by Allah, the Exalted. This will also 

prevent them from grieving. Whereas, the one who believes their worldly 

blessing is the end instead of a means will experience severe grief when 

losing it as their whole purpose and objective has been lost. This grief will 

lead to depression and other mental issues.  

 

 

To conclude, Muslims should treat each blessing they possess as a means 

to reach the hereafter safely not as an end in itself. This is how one can 

possess things without being possessed by them. This is how they can 

keep worldly things in their hands and not in their hearts.  

 

 



“But one who says to his parents, "Uff to you; do you promise me that 

I will be brought forth [from the earth] when generations before me 

have already passed on [into oblivion]?" while they call to Allāh for 

help [and to their son], "Woe to you! Believe! Indeed, the promise of 

Allāh is truth." But he says, "This is not but legends of the former 

peoples."” 

 

 

Every parent or legal guardian who raises a child will face two elements. 

The first is their own duty and responsibility towards the child under their 

care. For example, it is their responsibility to provide them with the 

necessities of life such as food, clothing and housing. In addition, they must 

arrange for both their worldly and religious education, such as teaching 

them the good manners discussed in the Holy Quran and the traditions of 

the Holy Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Chapter 

66 At Tahrim, verse 6: 

 

 

“O you who have believed, protect yourselves and your families from a Fire 

whose fuel is people and stones…”  

 

 

The second element involves the child's own life choices. For example, 

whether they want to study hard to make something of themself or be lazy. 

These choices can be between two lawful things, such as the example 

mentioned earlier or between right and wrong. For example, a child may 

have to choose between a life of crime or a lawful occupation. All children 

must eventually make these choices and cannot be forced to choose a 

particular path by someone else, such as their parent. In reality, parents 



cannot constantly follow their children and somehow force them to make 

the right choices.  

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand that they will be questioned and 

held accountable by Allah, the Exalted, regarding the first element, which is 

their duty and responsibilities given to them by Allah, the Exalted. But they 

will not be held accountable for the second element, which are the 

independent choices their children make. So a muslim should bear this in 

mind and concentrate fully on fulfilling their duty and not stress about the 

second element which is out of their control. The same way an intelligent 

person does not stress about the weather knowing controlling it is out of 

their hands they should not stress about the second element and instead 

concentrate on what is in their control and what they will be held 

accountable for.  

 
 

 

 



“But one who says to his parents, "Uff to you; do you promise me that 

I will be brought forth [from the earth] when generations before me 

have already passed on [into oblivion]?" while they call to Allāh for 

help [and to their son], "Woe to you! Believe! Indeed, the promise of 

Allāh is truth." But he says, "This is not but legends of the former 

peoples."” 

 

 

It is important for muslims to understand an important point in respect to 

advising others. It is the duty of muslims to advise others towards good and 

forbid evil but a muslim should not behave as if they have been put in 

charge as controllers over others. This attitude only leads to anger and 

bitterness especially, when others do not follow their advice. It is best for 

muslims to discharge their duty by advising others but they should avoid 

stressing over the outcome of their advice meaning, whether the person 

acts on their advice or not. If Allah, the Exalted, advised the greatest 

teacher and guide of mankind namely, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 

peace and blessings be upon him, not to stress over the outcome in many 

places of the Holy Quran how can a muslim claim or behave as if they have 

been put in charge of others. Chapter 88 Al Ghashiyah, verses 21-22: 

 

 

“So remind, [O Muhammad]; you are only a reminder. You are not over 

them a controller.” 

 

 

The muslim who behaves as a controller will not only become bitter when 

people fail to follow their advice but it can lead them to giving up advising 

others which is a duty on all muslims according to their ability.  



 

 

In addition, this attitude will also cause muslims to neglect themself and 

their own duties as they are too busy concerning themself with the duties of 

others. Therefore, muslims should remain firm in commanding good and 

forbidding evil but refrain from observing and bothering about the outcome 

of their advice.  



“But one who says to his parents, "Uff to you; do you promise me that 

I will be brought forth [from the earth] when generations before me 

have already passed on [into oblivion]?" while they call to Allāh for 

help [and to their son], "Woe to you! Believe! Indeed, the promise of 

Allāh is truth." But he says, "This is not but legends of the former 

peoples." Those are the ones upon whom the word [i.e., decree] has 

come into effect, [who will be] among nations which had passed on 

before them of jinn and men. Indeed, they [all] were losers.” 

 

 

Allah, the Exalted, guides those who sincerely try to obey Him. But those 

who persistently disobey Him are left to wander blindly in misguidance. 

Therefore, it is vital for Muslims to sincerely obey Allah, the Exalted, as 

persistent disobedience leads to corruption of the spiritual heart and one’s 

actions. 

 

 

This is similar to a person who is warned by a judge not to behave in an 

unlawful way but after the person persists on this behaviour the judge gives 

the order for them to be locked up in prison. Therefore, Allah, the Exalted, 

has not wronged them they have only wronged themselves. 

 

 

But it is important to note that as being abandoned in misguidance is a 

spiritual thing and therefore hidden to mankind, it is important for Muslims 

not to assume certain people have reached this point. Instead they should 

think positively about all people and therefore sincerely practically aid them 

in reforming their belief and behaviour.  

 



 

Allah, the Exalted, has created human beings with the best possible 

capabilities. He gave them knowledge and power to differentiate between 

good and evil and even placed in them an innate inclination to like what is 

good and to dislike and avoid what is evil. This has been indicated in a 

Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2389. Allah, the Exalted, has also 

granted mankind free will to choose between good and evil. This choice 

plays a role in enhancing or diminishing a person’s natural faculties of 

reason. Chapter 91 Ash Shams, verses 9-10: 

 

 

“He has succeeded who purifies it [the spiritual heart – the greatest faculty 

of reason]. And he has failed who instills it [with corruption].” 

 

 

When a person chooses a path of goodness their natural potential 

develops and Allah, the Exalted, grants them further support in their efforts. 

Chapter 29 Al Ankabut, verse 69: 

 

 

“And those who strive for Us - We will surely guide them to Our ways…” 

 

 

But if one follows their evil desires and chooses the evil path gradually their 

spiritual hearts will become engrossed with darkness and no good will 

remain therein. This has been indicated in a Hadith found in Jami At 

Tirmidhi, number 3334. If a person fails to repent then the main verse 

under discussion comes into effect. This person becomes so engrossed in 



evil that they find joy in their evil mentality and actions. They absolutely 

hate anything good.  

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 52, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that if one’s 

spiritual heart is sound the whole body will become sound but if their 

spiritual heart is corrupt then the whole body will become corrupt.  

 

 

First of all, this Hadith refutes the foolish belief where one claims to have a 

purified heart even though their speech and actions are bad. This is 

because what is inside will eventually manifest outwardly. 

 

 

The purification of the spiritual heart is only possible when one eliminates 

evil characteristics from themself and replaces them with good 

characteristics discussed in Islamic teachings. This is only possible when 

one learns and acts on Islamic teachings so that they can sincerely fulfill 

the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refrain from His prohibitions and face 

destiny with patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. Behaving in this manner 

will lead to a purified spiritual heart. This purification will then reflect in the 

outward limbs of the body, such as one's tongue and eyes. Meaning, they 

will only use their organs in ways pleasing to Allah, the Exalted. This is in 

fact a sign showing the love Allah, the Exalted, has for His righteous 

servant according to a Hadith found in Sahih Bukhari, number 6502. 

 

 



It is important to note, that this purification will guide one through all worldly 

difficulties successfully so that they achieve both worldly and religious 

success.  

 

 



“But one who says to his parents, "Uff to you; do you promise me that 

I will be brought forth [from the earth] when generations before me 

have already passed on [into oblivion]?" while they call to Allāh for 

help [and to their son], "Woe to you! Believe! Indeed, the promise of 

Allāh is truth." But he says, "This is not but legends of the former 

peoples." Those are the ones upon whom the word [i.e., decree] has 

come into effect, [who will be] among nations which had passed on 

before them of jinn and men. Indeed, they [all] were losers.” 

 

 

The loss they suffer begins in this world. 

 

 

It is important for muslims to strive in the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, 

by fulfilling His commands, refraining from His prohibitions and by facing 

destiny with patience as Allah, the Exalted, has guaranteed a good life in 

both worlds for the one who behaves in this manner. Chapter 16 An Nahl, 

verse 97: 

 

 

“Whoever does righteousness, whether male or female, while he is a 

believer - We will surely cause him to live a good life, and We will surely 

give them their reward [in the Hereafter] according to the best of what they 

used to do.” 

 

 

This good life will protect a muslim from severe grief, depression and other 

extreme moods and mental disorders which can destroy a person's life. 



Even though, muslims will face difficulties which will sadden them but if 

they obey Allah, the Exalted, this sadness will never become extreme and 

effect their entire life on a long term basis. This is because a muslim who 

strives in the obedience of Allah, the Exalted, has an excellent reason to 

continue moving forward through their difficulty without giving up and 

turning to depression and even suicide. For example, they look forward to 

the countless reward which will be granted to the patient. Chapter 39 Az 

Zumar, verse 10: 

 

 

“…Indeed, the patient will be given their reward without account [i.e., limit].” 

 

 

Whereas, the muslim who does not strive in the obedience of Allah, the 

Exalted, and only claims the title of being a muslim with their tongue will not 

be granted this attitude and a good life. And whenever they face difficulties 

it will drive them to extreme moods and mental disorders which will destroy 

their entire life. 

 



“But one who says to his parents, "Uff to you; do you promise me that 

I will be brought forth [from the earth] when generations before me 

have already passed on [into oblivion]?" while they call to Allāh for 

help [and to their son], "Woe to you! Believe! Indeed, the promise of 

Allāh is truth." But he says, "This is not but legends of the former 

peoples." Those are the ones upon whom the word [i.e., decree] has 

come into effect, [who will be] among nations which had passed on 

before them of jinn and men. Indeed, they [all] were losers.” 

 

 

The loss they suffer begins in this world. 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Jami At Tirmidhi, number 2465, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that whoever 

prioritises the hereafter over this material world will be granted 

contentment, their affairs will be corrected for them and they will receive 

their destined provision in an easy way. 

  

 

This half of the Hadith means that whoever correctly fulfils their duties in 

respect to Allah, the Exalted, and to the creation, such as providing for their 

family in a lawful manner while avoiding the excess of this material world 

will be granted contentment. This is when one is pleased with what they 

possess without being greedy and actively striving to obtain more worldly 

things. In reality, the one who is content with what they possess is a truly 

rich person even if they possess little wealth as they become independent 

of things. Independence of anything makes one rich in respect to it.  

 



 

In addition, this attitude will allow one to comfortably deal with any worldly 

issues which may arise during their life. This is because the less one 

interacts with the material world and focuses on the hereafter the less 

worldly issues they will face. The less worldly issues a person faces the 

more comfortable their life will become. For example, the one who 

possesses one house will have fewer issues to deal with in respect to it, 

such as a broken cooker, than the one who possesses ten houses. Finally, 

this person will easily and pleasantly obtain their lawful provision. Not only 

this but Allah, the Exalted, will place such grace in their provision that it will 

cover all their responsibilities and necessities meaning, it will satisfy them 

and their dependents.  

 

 

But as mentioned in the other half of this Hadith the one who prioritises the 

material world over the hereafter meaning, by neglecting their duties or 

striving for the unnecessary and excess of this material world will find that 

their need, meaning greed, for worldly things is never satisfied which by 

definition makes them poor even if they possess much wealth. These 

people will go from one worldly issue to another throughout the day failing 

to achieve contentment as they have opened too many worldly doors. And 

they will receive their destined provision with difficulty and it will not give 

them satisfaction and never seem enough to fill their greed. This may even 

push them towards the unlawful which only leads to a loss in both worlds. 



“But one who says to his parents, "Uff to you; do you promise me that 

I will be brought forth [from the earth] when generations before me 

have already passed on [into oblivion]?" while they call to Allāh for 

help [and to their son], "Woe to you! Believe! Indeed, the promise of 

Allāh is truth." But he says, "This is not but legends of the former 

peoples." Those are the ones upon whom the word [i.e., decree] has 

come into effect, [who will be] among nations which had passed on 

before them of jinn and men. Indeed, they [all] were losers.” 

 

 

In a Hadith found in Sunan Abu Dawud, number 4031, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, advised that a person who 

imitates a people is counted as one of them. 

 

  

All muslims irrespective of the strength of their faith desire to be counted 

and end up with the righteous in the next world. But this Hadith clearly 

warns that a muslim will only be considered a righteous person and end up 

with them if they imitate the righteous. This imitation is a practical thing not 

only a declaration through words. This imitation is correctly done by fulfilling 

the commands of Allah, the Exalted, refraining from His prohibitions and by 

facing destiny with patience according to the traditions of the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. 

 

 

But those who verbally declare their love for the righteous and fail to imitate 

them and instead imitate the characteristics found in hypocrites and the 

sinful will be considered and judged as one of them. This does not mean 

they will lose their faith but it means they will be judged as disobedient 

muslims. How can a disobedient muslim be counted as an obedient muslim 



and end up with the righteous? This is only wishful thinking which has no 

value in Islam. Chapter 59 Al Hashr, verse 20: 

 

 

“Not equal are the companions of the Fire and the companions of Paradise. 

The companions of Paradise - they are the attainers [of success].” 



“But one who says to his parents, "Uff to you; do you promise me 

that I will be brought forth [from the earth] when generations before 

me have already passed on [into oblivion]?" while they call to Allāh 

for help [and to their son], "Woe to you! Believe! Indeed, the 

promise of Allāh is truth." But he says, "This is not but legends of 

the former peoples." Those are the ones upon whom the word [i.e., 

decree] has come into effect, [who will be] among nations which 

had passed on before them of jinn and men. Indeed, they [all] were 

losers.” 

 

 

The thing to remember is that in reality each person who will end up in 

Hell takes the fire, which they will encounter in Hell, with them from this 

world in the form of their sins. When a muslim engraves this reality into 

their mind they will observe each sin, major or minor, as a piece of 

unbearable fire. The same way a person avoids fire in this world they 

should avoid sins as in reality sins are like hidden fire which will be 

shown to them in the hereafter.  

 

 

In addition, a muslim should not live in heedlessness and believe they 

can simply claim love for Allah, the Exalted, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, and the Companions, 

may Allah be pleased with them, without supporting this verbal 

declaration with actions. If this was true then the Companions, may Allah 

be pleased with them, would not have strived so hard in the obedience 

of Allah, the Exalted, and they undoubtedly understood Islam and 

Judgment Day better than the people after them. Simply put, a 

declaration of love without actions will not save one from Hell. In fact, it 

has been made clear that some muslims will enter Hell on Judgment 

Day. The muslim who abandons acting on Islamic teachings should 

understand that their attitude may cause them to lose their faith before 

their death so that they enter Judgment Day as a non-muslim, which is 

the greatest loss.  



 

 

The same way one would not enter a battle without armour and a shield 

a muslim should not enter Judgment Day without the armour and shield 

of righteous deeds. Otherwise, the same way the soldier who has no 

protection will most likely be harmed so will a muslim who reaches 

Judgment Day without the protection provided by the obedience of Allah, 

the Exalted, which involves fulfilling the commands of Allah, the Exalted, 

refraining from His prohibitions and facing destiny with patience. A 

muslim should remember that the luxuries and pleasures of the material 

world they enjoyed will not make them feel better if they end up in Hell. 

In fact, it will only make them feel worse.  
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